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LONDON: SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1903.

Lord Salisbury as a Man of Science.
BY the death of Lord SALISBURY the country has lost an

earnest student as well as an admirable exponent of science,
and it is in this capacity that we wish to speak of him,
leaving to the general press, as is fitting, the duty of record-
ing and estimating the services to his country of the dead
statesman. With his characteristic modesty and retiring
disposition Lord SALISBURY never claimed to be a man of
science, but all who listened to his presidential address
"On the Unsolved Riddles of Science" delivered before

the meeting of the British Association at Oxford in 1894,
as well as those who had the pleasure of reading it after-
wards in our columns, were deeply impressed with the

comprehensive grasp which he had upon the development
of science in each and all of its branches. On that

occasion he certainly did not confine himself to a mere

generalisation of the scientific position ; on the contrary,
he alluded, and with a freedom which completely surprised
those who devote their time almost exclusively to scientific

study, to many of the minutest details in the problems
which occupy the attention of the chemist, physicist, bio-
logist, and astronomer. He discussed the foundation of

the atomic theory, the nature and origin of the so-called

elements, the spectroscope in its application to the study of
solar and stellar phenomena, ether and Herzian waves,

bacteriology, and the theory of natural selection, and did
so with the confidence of one who knew his ground. This

gave great conviction to his conclusion that the advances
in each section of knowledge had been very great, while
the hope of penetrating the prime mystery of all seemed

as far off as ever. Lord SALISBURY confessed to being
pessimistic as to whether we should ever gain a clear in-
sight into the nature and origin of life. It was characteristic

of him, viewed in the light of his known mental attitude in
other provinces, that he chose to survey the state of our

ignorance rather than the proud position of our science.

"We live," he said, "in a small bright oasis of knowledge
surrounded on all sides by a vast unexplored region of

impenetrable mystery and from age to age the strenuous

labour of successive generations wins a small strip from the
desert and pushes forward the boundary of knowledge."

Confession like this to a sense of the smallness of man, his

aims, and his objects, comes frequently from those who have

pursued science all their life, and stamps Lord SALISBURY
with the brand of the great philosophers. Sir ISAAC NEWTON

200 years ago wrote: "I I do not know what I may appear
to the world but to myself I seem to have been only like a

boy playing on the seashore and diverting myself in now

and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than
ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered
before me." " And all modern men of research feel the force
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of this truth, however brilliant their discoveries may be. A

striking confession of impotence in regard to our efforts

to reach finality in one direction was contained in the presi-
dential address delivered by Professor DEWAR before the
British Association of Science at Belfast last year. Every-
one knows what wonderful perseverance and skill Professor

DEWAR has brought to the attempt to obtain the

temperature of absolute zero and what light on the nature
of things such an achievement would be calculated to

throw. Yet he admitted, just when everyone expected
to hear that he was on the eve of success, that all

efforts to attain a temperature lower than 13&deg; absolute

had met with failure, and he went even further and

expressed the opinion that it was extremely improbable that
the absolute zero would ever be reached by man. Thus it

would seem that we may never know the chemistry of
extreme cold nor probably that of extreme heat. Again,
chemists have vigorously laboured since the time of DALTON
at elucidating the nature of the atom and in spite of

brilliant discoveries "all have failed," to quote the words of
Lord SALISBURY, "to show what the atom is, whether it is a

movement, or a thing, or a vortex, or a point having
inertia ; whether there is a limit to its divisibility and if so

how that limit is imposed ; whether the long list of elements
is final, or whether any of them have any common origin."
A very important step forward has been made by the

discovery of radium, the properties of which have proved the
existence of a fourth condition of matter-radiant matter,
as Sir WILLIAM CROOKES called it years ago, now definitely
known as electrons. But it cannot be denied that what

we know is infinitesimally small compared with what we do
not know, and that the pessimistic tendency of our greatest
minds has a logical ground. "Of counteracting and com-

plementary forces to which we give the provisional names
of ’negative’ and positive’ we know about as much," said
Lord SALISBURY in the address to which we have referred,
"as FRANKLIN knew a century and a half ago. Vital force

continues to defy not only our imitation but our scrutiny,
and if we are not able to see far into the causes and

origin of life in our own day it is not probable that we
shall deal more successfully with the problem as it arose

many million years ago....... The deepest obscurity still

hangs over the origin of the infinite variety of life." For

Lord SALISBURY was obviously reluctant to accept the views
of the Darwinian schol. He delighted in contrasting the
deductions of the mathematician and geologist with those
of the biologist upon the question of when life was first

possible upon this planet. "If the mathematicians are

right," he said. "the biologists cannot have what they
demand. If for the purposes of their theory organic life

must have existed on the globe more than a hundred million
years ago it must, under the temperature then prevailing
(according to the calculations of the mathematician), have
existed in the state of vapour. The jelly-fish would have
been dissipated in steam long before he had had a chance
of displaying the advantageous variations which were to

make him the ancestor of the human race." The words

sound flippant, but they convey the wise lesson that as yet
‘ 
we know very little. Our greatest theories fail to tally with
our most exact calculations, and the earnest student has to

_ 

abide in the gloom of doubt without much indication of the
direction whence light may come to succeeding generations.
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It is generally understood that the branch of science which
Lord SALISBURY loved best was chemistry, and the freedom
with which he discussed chemical questions gives weight to
the suggestion. Besides, it was well known that he spent
much time in his laboratory in Hatfield House, where, how-
ever, he directed his attention also to engineering and

electrical problems. He conceived the idea of utilising the
flow of the river Lee for the electric lighting of the house,
and the provision of a water-supply to the town of Hatfield
from the mains of Hatfield Park was due to his thought
and kindliness. In many ways he showed that his love of

science had practical as well as academic leanings, but he
made no original communication on scientific subjects to the
learned societies. He was elected to the Fellowship of the

Royal Society in 1869 and almost immediately became a
member of the council. He took a keen and active interest

in the internal affairs of the Royal Society, for he served

on the council in 1882-83, and again in 1892-94. He

was vice-president also in 1883-83 and in 1893-94. And

almost his last public act was associated with science and
not with politics, for on the occasion of the election of the
PRINCE of WALES to the Fellowship of the Royal Society
in April last it was Lord SALISBURY who introduced him

to the President and Fellows. Lord SALISBURY’S character

as a man of science deservedly secured for him the particular
respect and admiration of our profession, though it must be
confessed that he made no bid whatever for our favour.

Lord SALISBURY’S name is not associated with a single
popular measure of the kind that would be sure to win

medical approbation. But medical men could see in his

attitude towards life the trained and austere thinker. He

did not speak if he did not know ; he would not proceed to
the next step till he had verified the one on which progress
should depend ; and having convinced himself in which

direction truth lay he would hold firmly to his convictions.

What is Sciatica ?
IT is always refreshing to find someone willing to assail an

old-established theory in medicine, for if the attack should

prove successful it will serve to overthrow an erroneous

opinion and put in its place a theory which is nearer the
truth, and thus our knowledge is advanced ; while if the

attack fails we feel that the received views have gained
additional support and we look upon them as more firmly
established than ever. For it is good for us to examine
from time to time the reasons for the faith that is in

us and to test the firmness of the foundations of

our beliefs, that we may be assured that we have not

believed in vain. No true scientific opinion can suffer

by being put to the test, for only the false fail to stand the
trial. Within the last year or two the phenomena connected
with radium and other similar manifestations have caused

physicists to revise some of the most fundamental theories
connected with the nature of matter and force, and to

modify tentatively their hypotheses. Every change in

theory thus necessitated by additional observation will

lead to a closer approximation to the truth, and yet we

must] not look upon these advances as final, for in their

turn these new theories may have to give place to still newer

hypotheses.
So it is with the science of medicine, and no truly

scientific physician will persist in holding as perfect a.

theory which is unable to explain the symptoms and signs
connected with a disease-the discrepancy discredits the

theory. But if, on the other hand, it can be shown that

the apparently contradictory fact is easily reconcilable with
the theory, the theory does not merely escape from the
attack but it receives additional confirmation from the

very fact that was supposed to invalidate it. Dr.

WILLIAM BRUCE has recently delivered a lecture at the
Medical Graduates’ College and Polyclinic on Sciatica,
in which he advances the ingenious but somewhat startling
opinion that the complaint known as sciatica is quite
unconnected with any affection of the sciatic nerve.

He considers that the condition is neither more nor less

than an inflammation of the hip-joint, probably osteo-

arthritic in nature. The arguments on which he founds
this opinion are based on observation of 418 instances of the
disease and they may be summarised as follows. In almost all
of his cases lameness was present, movement causing pain ;.
there was "tenderness on pressure over the capsule" in
more than half the cases ; and flexion or rotation caused

pain in a large proportion. In almost every] case he has
found wasting and flattening of the hip muscles and a

more or less obliteration of the gluteal folds of the affected
side. Dr. BRUCE contends that if sciatica were an affection

of the sciatic nerve all the muscles supplied by it should be
wasted and not muscles like the glutei which are supplied
separately by nerves from the sacral plexus. In sciatica,
moreover, he points out, there is pain along the outer side
of the leg extending -in some cases as low down as the

heel, and there are also occasional patches of anaesthesia,
generally on the outside of the thigh or leg. These pains
and patches of anaesthesia Dr. BRUCE attributes to "refer-

ence " from the branch of the sciatic nerve which supplies
the hip-joint, and he points out the similarity of the sym-
ptoms to those displayed in the morbus coxsa of childhood.

In more than half of his cases there was evidence of gout
or rheumatism in other joints and a small number of cases
which began as sciatica went on to ankylosis of the hip-joint.
We may acknowledge in linaine that there is great justifica-

tion for the attack which Dr. BRUCE has made on the present
use of the name "sciatica." " Only too often is the word

employed as a convenient general term for pain over one hip,
especially in middle-aged and elderly persons. Thus it has

been used to cover a multitude of miscellaneous conditions

which should never have been grouped together, either

clinically or pathologically ; and this error has been com-
mitted not only by patients but also by many members of
the medical profession who have been too ready to hide
under a convenient well-known appellation their want of

knowledge of the exact condition present. Undoubtedly
many cases of disease of the hip-joint, especially forms of
osteo-arthritis in the elderly, have been called sciatica

merely because the pain has been chiefly felt in the

gluteal region. In some cases the referred pains mentioned
by Dr. BRUCE may well be attributable to a lesion of the hip-
joint, yet even if we acknowledge the arthritic origin of
some, or even of many, of the cases of 

" sciatica we shall

still find many which utterly refuse to be included in any
such group. Few, indeed, are the cases of osteo-arthritis
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